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Pa mpering for Your Health
In a society that is constantly moving, a moment of relaxation is an invaluable thing for most. Whether
seeking to unwind or maintaining a healthy regimen, the day spa experience is all about allowing
oneself to take a moment of “you” time. Northwest Arkansas is booming with luxury day and medical
spas. While each spa offers a unique atmosphere and enticing treatments, they all have one thing in
common: They offer people a place to relax, rejuvenate and restore.
Some of our area spas offer a plethora of options, a one-stop shop for your beauty and relaxation
needs. Take Crown Beauty Bar in downtown Fayetteville or John David’s Salon & Spa
in Bentonville, for example, where one can receive hair, makeup, nail, skin and massage treatments all
at one location. Others, such as Massage Envy Spa in Rogers, take a more targeted approach,
focusing solely on massage therapy and skin care. Spa Botanica, located in Embassy Suites in
Rogers, has many offerings including spa services for women, men, teens and children.
Though often thought of an essential element of a luxury vacation, a day at the spa is increasingly
being recognized as an indispensable aspect of a well-rounded health and wellness regimen. “The
public has become aware of the tremendous health benefits that a spa can provide,” said Mike Harris,
owner of Massage Envy Spa. “Many benefits such as stress reduction, better sleep, a stronger
immune system, more flexibility and lower blood pressure have caused the public to change their view
of spas from a place of pampering to a needed health and wellness activity.”
Because of the growing awareness of health benefits that spas have to offer, other spas, such as The
Spa at Premier in Bentonville and Revive Medical Spa in Fayetteville, have taken a more
medicinal approach, offering advanced skin treatments and specialized massage services. As medical
spas, both locations work under the supervision of certified dermatologists and are therefore able to
offer a wider range of services.
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The Spa at Premier
Walking through the front doors of
Premier Dermatology & Skin Renewal Center
feels a bit more like walking into a lavish
resort in downtown Manhattan than it does
a skin care center and spa in Bentonville.
The plush décor and welcoming lounge
whisks even the most stressed of people into
relaxation. Upon entering The Spa at Premier,
the spa section of this 15,000-square-foot
palace, visitors are swept away to genderdesignated lounges where they can relax
and unwind before treatment even begins.
Women can put their feet up in the soothing
baby blue lounge, where they can watch and
listen to a trickling waterfall or enjoy some
time unwinding in the locker room’s infrared
sauna. They can even take a short nap if they
so desire in one of the facility’s three “sleep
cocoons,” small closet-type rooms offering
visitors a private place to rest. While there
is generally a smaller population of men
visiting spas, The Spa at Premier offers an
equally luxurious space for men to unwind.
With a big-screen TV, masculine décor, a
sauna and a fridge full of beer and wine,
men also have an opportunity to take it easy
before or after their treatment at Premier.
Under
the
administration
of
dermatologists Dr. Missy Clifton and Dr.
Kattie Allen, Premier offers a wide range
of medical aesthetic services and body
treatments. As a medical spa, they are able
to offer select services that are not offered
at regular day spas, such as SkinMedica
Medical Grade Peels and HydraFacial MD
facials, a service unique to Premier and to

The Spa at Premier

the Bentonville area. “If it is skin-related, we
do it,” said Sara Fast, marketing and retail
director at Premier. “We offer a one-stop
shop for all things skin. Our patients know
that we are the skin care experts. We have
medical staff that is trained, and we know
the skin inside and out. We are coupled with
the leading skin experts in the area, so the
expertise is all here.”
Additionally, with two massage therapists
and two master massage therapists on
staff, The Spa at Premier is able to offer
specialized massage treatments such as
Mother-To-Be and Lomi Lomi massages, as
well as standard massage practices such
as the Swedish Massage, the spa’s most
popular massage treatment. With an array
of luxurious face and body treatments for
both men and women, Premier is truly “All
Things Skin.”

The Spa at Premier makeup room
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“Our patients trust us, and our services
are centered around that trust,” said Fast.
“They trust our level of expertise, and they
enjoy being here. It’s that trust that makes
our patients want to come back.”

Revive Medical Spa
Located in the center of the business
district in Fayetteville, Revive Medical Spa
offers visitors a convenient and tranquil spot
for an afternoon of pampering. If you are
feeling brave, you can start your visit with a
complimentary VISIA Complexion Analysis
for a thorough examination of your skin. This
quick and painless procedure captures digital
photos of the face and measures wrinkles,
evenness, pores and pigmentation, providing
aestheticians with the best understanding of
where to start with each patient. This is a
popular service at Revive, as many visitors
often have no idea where to begin when
seeking treatment for their skin.

Revive Medical Spa entrance
Photo by Jennifer Doss
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The Spa at Premier women’s lounge

Vida
massage & medspa
™

Revive Medical
Spa lounge
Photo by
Jennifer Doss
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Unlike traditional spas, Revive
provides a bright and luminous lounge
where guests can relax before proceeding
to their treatments. Situated around
this cheerful space, Revive offers a vast
selection of facial and massage services,
and like Premier, they also offer a broad
selection of medical aesthetic options.
With dermatologist Dr. Lance Henry on
site at Revive’s sister facility, Advanced
Dermatology & Skin Cancer Center, Revive
is able to offer medical-grade procedures
and treatments such as chemical peels,
Botox and LimeLight, one of the spa’s most
popular services. “It makes sense for a spa
to share a facility with a plastic surgeon,
or in our case, a fantastic dermatologist,”
said Revive’s Spa Director Sarah Wallace.
“Our dermatologist and his PA, Andrea
Thompson, make themselves available to
come over and do a quick check when we
spot problem areas. We refer people to
them, and they send people to us. We work
hand in hand in that way.”
While their medical treatments
are popular, they also offer traditional
day spa services such as skin-soothing
facials and a long list of massage options.
“People don’t only visit spas for relaxation
purposes, but they come to look and to
feel better,” said Wallace. “We take pride
in who we are and what we do, and that
is why people come to see us.”
With a combined 50-plus years
of experience, Revive prides itself on
its knowledgeable staff. The massage
therapists and aestheticians at Revive
personalize every service to each guest’s
individual needs, making Revive a top
spa destination in Fayetteville. “We have
built an excellent reputation for customer
service and for the relationships that we
build with our clients,” said Wallace.
“We go the extra mile to make sure that
each person is taken care of while they
are here.”
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Hull Dermatology
& Aesthetics
Though many spas focus on massage
therapy as their primary spa service, there
are also those that equally value skin care,
especially in the realm of medical spas. While
Hull Dermatology & Aesthetics in Rogers
offers a full range of massage therapy options,
it’s obvious that its passion is skin. Hull
provides technologically advanced and noninvasive cosmetic procedures, treatments and
products designed to enhance patients’ natural
beauty, all under the leadership of a boardcertified dermatologist, Dr. Cheryl Hull.
“We feel most people visit medical spas
to receive treatments that are safe, costeffective and supported by the expertise
of the physicians who oversee them,” said
Hull’s development director, Marcy Stokes.
“While we can’t speak for other medical
aesthetic practices, people visit us because
of our reputation for helping patients
achieve the best version of themselves.”
Hull’s list of aesthetic services is extensive,

Hull Dermatology & Aesthetics
Photo by Jennifer Doss

Hull Dermatology
sitting area
Photo by
Jennifer Doss

offering everything from waxing to facials to
laser hair reductions. “Our treatment plans are
crafted for the individual, and every patient is
different,” said Stokes. “We offer a multitude
of services, allowing us to meet the goals of
our patients within every budget. We love to
help our patients become ‘You, only better!’”

LaVida Massage
and Medspa
While Northwest Arkansas offers many
great locally owned spas, it also offers a
selection of reputable franchised spas such as
LaVida Massage and Medspa in Fayetteville.
While LaVida’s primary focus is massage
therapy, like Premier, Revive and Hull, it
also offers medical spa services. Under
the supervision of medical director Dr. J.
Marcus Heim, LaVida is able to provide a
combination of services to help clients look
and feel the best they can. Some of LaVida’s
most popular treatments include massage
therapy, the North Star Peel and Vanquish,
a radio frequency technology that provides
a non-surgical solution for fat reduction.
LaVida takes great pride in offering this
service, as it is one of the first and only FDAapproved devices proven to help people lose
body fat.

Hull Dermatology
massage room
Photo by
Jennifer Doss
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LaVida • Photo
by Jennifer Doss
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“We are well established in the Fayetteville
area, with a consistent reputation for our
convenient location, hours of operation,
outstanding services and professional staff,”
said Gina Messina, marketing director at
LaVida Massage and Medspa. “We offer a
variety of services and have a staff specially
trained to meet the needs of our clients.”
LaVida is conveniently located next to the
Northwest Arkansas Mall, is open seven days
a week, and stays open until 9:00 p.m. on
weekdays, making it a convenient option for
those with busy lifestyles. With new client
discounts, benefit programs and a wide range
of services, LaVida is a great choice for both
the occasional spa visitor and regulars alike.

LaVida entrance
Photo by
Jennifer Doss

Luxe Beauty styling hall

LaVida treatment room
Photo by Jennifer Doss

Spa Growth
While most spas in Northwest Arkansas
might offer many of the same services, it’s
obvious that no two spas are just alike.
Whether it’s noise-reducing headphones and
a warm neck wrap during a pedicure at
Accents Salon Spa in Bentonville, organic
skin products from I.M. Spa in Fayetteville,
or a custom medical skin care line from
Luxe Beauty in Fayetteville, each spa in
our area offers something unique. The spa
industry is growing, and the best is yet
to come. With many locations planning
expansions or opening a second or third
location, Northwest Arkansas has only seen
the beginning of the spa boom and revival
happening in our neighborhoods. ■
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